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This is the written report of a thesis project which was done in
the form of a book. This book was produced as a dummy consisting
of fifty-five double pages (spreads). The book was planned and
executed in all details and it is ready to be printed.
The visual part Includes a number of photo-sequences: seventy-
seven black and white photographs and five postcards. Within
these series of images are sequences of seven Swiss poems, seven
exerpts from American TV commercials, seven Malay proverbs, seven
quotations from the MFA Handbook, passages from seven books
dealing with different concepts of photography and seven foot
notes.
The main theme of the book is the challenge of conventional re
lationships between reality and its depiction in the photograph.
Other themes appearing are visual and literal comments on diffe
rent processes involved in the whole thesis project, ie. the
process of going through the MFA Program, the process of making
or taking photographs, the photographic process itself, the pro
cess of planning and making the book and the process of looking
through the book.
The whole project (photographs, texts, the book, the show) was
planned to encompass simultaneously everything a photographer
could possibly deal with within the given framework.
CONTENTS
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let's see through the hidden camera
go with confidence
the price won't stop you
Satu tangan bllangan lima,
Dua tangan bllangan sepuluh.
Saya bertanam biji delima,
Apa sebab peria tumboh ?
to be continued on page 7
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One thing I did before I started working on my thesis was to ana
lyse my previous photographic work. My intention in the thesis
was to "recreate the learning process I went through so far in a
compact body of work capable of communicating my experiences"*.
I started taking photographs on a nice Sunday in Winter 196^. An
uncle of mine had come to visit us. We were having coffee after
lunch and my father and my uncle were discussing some photographic
problems. Both my father and my uncle were very active amateur
photographers. Suddenly, I remembered that my father had an old
camera in his desk which he seldom used. I dug it out and showed
it to my uncle. It was a single-lens reflex camera. He liked the
camera and gave me a film and told me to go and take some pictures
in order to find out whether it was working properly. I went
around the house and photographed everything I thought was in
teresting. My uncle took the film with him, developed it and sent
me the prints a couple of weeks later. Most of the pictures were
out of focus, but he encouraged me to continue and to send him the
exposed films. I did this for several years and I guess I really
improved. The pictures I took were mostly snapshots or reportage
type of pictures. This first period of photographic
'work' found
its climax in 1970 when I won the first prize in a photo competi
tion with a photograph of a soap-box car race.
During my high school period I built my own darkroom in the base
ment of our house and photographed with a half-format camera and a
Rollei-Flex. I made a lot of darkroom experiments and reportages
during my extensive travels in Europe. I also did photo essays for
* from my first proposal which was rejected by the MFA committee;
Appendix, pages 17-21
a local newspaper. By 197*1- I decided to major in photography for
my undergraduate studies, although I was very interested and
active in music and literature.
This time, it was a neighbour who showed me the way. This neigh
bour, a dye-transfer specialist, brought me into contact with the
Photographic Institute at the Swiss Federal Institute of Techno
logy in Zurich. At that time I was convinced that one could only
be creative over a longer period of time in one medium (in my
case photography) if one completely understood not only the aesthe
tic qualities of the medium but especially all the techniques in
volved as well. So I was more than happy to be able to enroll in
the program of Scientific Photography which would provide me with
a most thorough background. During the four years with my teacher,
Prof. Dr. Tomamichel, I did a variety of things within the field
of photography: from non-silver processes to computer generated
photographs; variations from black and white to three color photo
graphy and 12-color facsimile offset printing; from microfilm to
8X10 inch view camera and 3X3 feet reproductions; from reportage
to fashion, portraiture, architectural and industrial photography;
from 8-channel tone recordings to 16 mm color film and 80.000
frames per second highspeed film. These experiences and the work
with my teacher (an immensely knowledgeable scientist, artist and
also a fine human being) shaped me and my perception of the medium
very strongly.
Along with my work at the Photographic Institute, I did my own
work which reflected my decreasing concern with photography as a
representation of reality. The photographic process itself became
a main theme. The idea of duration or
'process'
as a transitional
stage between two points in time or space became important. In
portraiture, for example, I started
to extend the one portrait
into a series of images taken over a certain period of time.
My work dealing with the photographic process was strongly in
fluenced by my brother and his avant-garde music, by studies of
Dada and Surrealism and the work of a group of photographers
which, in 1968, had produced the exhibition 'Generative Photo
graphic
'
in Germany. This group dealt with reducing photography
to what used to be merely one of its instrumental components (le.
the effect of light on photographic paper or chemical reactions).
About half of the work I did during the two years MFA Program was
concerned with the process of photography or photography as an
'art form'. The other half was strongly conceptual. By
'conceptual'
I mean a certain working process: I have an idea or message I want
to get across. It is not a picture I want to take or an object of
which I want to take a picture. It is a statement I want to make.
Then I think about how I could express this opinion visually:
What kind of photographs, which objects and juxtaposed with what?
These questions I answer first, before I take the photograph.
Most of the ideas I came up with were reactions to experiences I
had here in Rochester. One important factor was of course my being
exposed to a different culture. Under the influence of this new




but I guess for most of the people here
I am still European.
This, my background, is the basis for my thesis work. I wanted to
"recreate the learning process I went
through"
and "expand on my
previous investigations in a compact body of work"*.
* from my second thesis proposal which was accepted by the MFA
committee; Appendix, pages 23-26
Before I go into the relationships between my background and my
thesis project, I would like to explain why I chose the book form
for the work.
During the time at the Photographic Institute I discovered Walter
Benjamin's 'The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction'.
He wrote: "To an even greater degree the work of art reproduced
becomes the work of art designed for reproducibility". And when
I was dealing with computer art I read Herbert W. Franke*: "Con
cepts like 'original' or 'unique' lose their significance. The
possibility of reproduction and duplication is an integral part
of the production process, and each realization of the idea is of
equal value with all others." These thoughts and also my work
with the offset printing process convinced me that the photo book
is in fact the medium that communicates the most in the most
photographic way. Reproduction is an inherent quality of photo
graphy which is only limited by either the laziness or incapa
bility of the individual photographer or by the idea of having
to limit the editions in order to boost prices on the market.
There is no photographic image that could not be reproduced with
a proper printing method (photographic or lithographic) . To be
honest, I think that producing a 'fine photographic
print' is
rather easy. When I started at the Photographic Institute in
Zurich, "fine
printing'
was the first thing I had to learn and
from then on it was a matter of course.
A large part of 'Fine
Art'
photography seems to escape into fancy
(mostly antique) and extremely time consuming printing or even
* Franke is an Austrian scientist and writer who studied physics,
chemistry, psychology and philosophy at the University of Vienna.
(see Bibliography, No. *+)
print-making methods, instead of being concerned with this
unique quality of reproducibility, making it part of the work.
For my part, I decided to design my work in a way that it -could
be reproduced as a book. I made book format, number of pages : and
pictures, their formats, layout, type, screening, offset prin
ting etc. part of my work. It is a 'Gesamtkunstwerk' which, as
a book in a large edition, is entirely my work. Nothing will be
destroyed, distorted or lost by the printing process, because the
imperfections and also the advantages of the printing process are
part of the work.
The book provided me with a defined space within which I could
work. ..-It is an extended picture frame. The book cover and the
back become the frame and what is within is the image. The same
happened in the exhibition: the gallery became the frame and the
environment I created within this frame was the image.
Of course, the gallery and the book are different frames with
different characteristics which determine to a large extent how
the image has to be presented or how it will be perceived. A
wooden baroque frame works differently than a thin aluminum
frame .
Within this book frame I am dealing with seven
'themes'
which are
more or less derived from my 'previous investigations'. These
themes are arranged in a sequence which reflects somewhat my own
history with the medium of photography and is aimed at the demon
stration of differences between the common notion of reality and
its depiction in the photograph. In order to explain the sequence
to the interested reader, I titled the themes or parts as follows ;
(see also the fold out in Chapter II)
I Photography as Document of Reality. (Straight documentary
photography. Facts. Truth.)
11 Influence of the Photographic Process. (Distortions made by
deliberate use of elements of the photographic process.)
111 Relative Document of Reality. (Documentary photography with
the awareness of the shortcomings of the photographic process.
Facts? Truth?)
IV Photography as Flat Surface within Reality. (The photograph
is after all only a flat piece of paper, which is subject to
an infinite number of interpretations.)
V Photograph becomes its own white Reverse Side. (It is also
the empty, unexposed and undeveloped image carrier which
accepts anything as an image. It is this white square photo
graphers deal and play with. It is not only a mirror (of
reality) with a memory, it is also the screen onto which one
can project one's free imagination.)
VI White Plane assumes Images independent from surrounding
Reality. (As a consequence, the images appearing on the pic
ture surface contradict the photographic representation.)
VII Images assume different Meanings. (The emphasis has shifted
from images about certain objects to the presentation or
juxtaposition of certain kinds of objects within a concept
or environment; thus requiring a completely different way of
looking at these images in order to be able to understand
their meaning in the broader context of the book.)
Along with the seven themes, but not simply parallel, I
arranged
passages from seven books dealing with different concepts of
photography (Bibliography, No. 1-7; Appendix, pages 1-7). These
passages are a sequence going through the whole book; again re
flecting my learning process over the years.
The seventy-seven photographs, the five postcards and these theo
retical texts are the primary material for the book. All the in
dividual parts together add up to the statement I want to make
with my work. Someone picking out a few of the photographs of the
book, reading one text or two, would never be able to understand
the whole.
In my opinion, this primary material is ordered in an extremely
simple but perhaps unusual way. I felt very comfortable in
adding some associative materials. These materials which were
part of the book concept from the very beginning, are the
following: parts from the MFA Handbook reflecting my going through
the MFA Program with thesis procedures and commencement; texts
representing the cultures and languages I am primarily involved
with (Swiss, American, Malay); footnotes either referring to the
book as a concept or to music.
But still, with all these additional associative materials, the
book is very simply structured (see Chapter II).
A last element I would like to talk about is music. From the
very beginning of my thesis work, I thought about the book as a
piece of music, because looking at a book from beginning to end
is like listening to a piece of music. It is an event with a de
finite time dimension. A book has rhythm that can be composed and
it has dynamics that can be composed as well. And that is what I
did, I composed a book. I gave it (almost parallel to the se
quence of the seven thematical parts) a musical form of five
parts: Introduction, Exposition, Development, Cadenza, Coda.
This musical structure was translated into two visual elements:
a. the complexity of the images
in terms of amount of information
per picture, and b. into the layout of the exhibition. These
musical components seem to have come across very strongly,
be-
cause they Inspired the Rochester composer John Wiesenthal to
write a piece for guitar and prepared tape which he played as a
premiere performance at the opening of the thesis exhibition.
I had translated musical ideas into visual material and Wiesen
thal in turn transformed them back into music. He added a new
dimension to my work. He explained it from a different viewpoint
and created something entirely new. My book played its role in



















my friends what is HAMBURGER
you're looking at a superbly engineered instrument
the future belongs to the efficient
now reduced up to fifty percent
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ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK
Since my thesis project is of a relative complex nature and since
I wanted to have deliberate control over as many factors as
possible, I designed a plan for the book. This plan consisted at
the beginning of 55 empty double spaces (spreads) which I filled
In along with my planning. I designed all the different levels I
was dealing with before I made any photographs for the book. Now,
after the -work is finished, this plan reveals all the structures
on which I based the book.
The plan served also as the basic score for John Wiesenthal's
piece for guitar and prepared tape.
Explanations to Numbers 1-13 on the foldout
1. Theme: sequence of the 7 themes with which I am dealing in
the 77 photographs.
2. Spread Number: each spread (double page) has a number (1-55).






F = Frauenfeld r Switzerland
Z = Zurich
R = Rochester
P = color postcard
b. Music: basic musical structure (see Chapter I, page 7)
5-9- All associative texts (Documentary, Swiss-German, American,
Malay, Footnotes) are ordered in a colotomic structure. This
colotomic structure is the basis of most native music of
Southeast Asia and has been adopted into the 20th century
avant-garde music. Each page in the book represents one beat
or one space to be filled by an event. The different levels
of texts (like the different sizes of gongs in the Southeast
Asian Gamelan music) fill the spaces in exactly defined in
tervals. For example, the documentary texts occur every 16
beats. The whole structure is based on 16. However, only
in the Cadenza are all the spaces filled. Note also that the
Cadenza does not have folio numbers in order to indicate
that it is a free form.
10. Theoretical Texts: they are placed according to the themes.
11. White and Black Pages: this shows the distribution of empty
spaces in the book.
12. Dates: indicates the dates when I finished a whole page,
(April 7th - April 29th, 1980).
fold out
lO
Explanations to Numbers 1-13 on the foldout
1. Theme: sequence of the 7 themes with which I am dealing in
the 77 photographs.
2. Spread Number: each spread (double page) has a number (1-55).





F = Frauenfeld f Switzerland
Z = Zurich
R = Rochester
P = color postcard
b. Music: basic musical structure (see Chapter I, page 7)
5-9. All associative texts (Documentary, Swiss-German, American,
Malay, Footnotes) are ordered in a colotomic structure. This
colotomic structure is the basis of most native music of
Southeast Asia and has been adopted into the 20th century
avant-garde music. Each page in the book represents one beat
or one space to be filled by an event. The different levels
of texts (like the different sizes of gongs in the Southeast
Asian Gamelan music) fill the spaces in exactly defined in
tervals. For example, the documentary texts occur every
16
beats. The whole structure is based on 16. However, only
in the Cadenza are all the spaces filled. Note
also that the
Cadenza does not have folio numbers in order to
indicate
that it is a free form.
10. Theoretical Texts: they are placed according to the themes.
11. White and Black Pages: this shows the
distribution of empty
spaces in the book.
12. Dates: Indicates the dates when I
finished a whole page,
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early American traditional contemporary
it tastes like home-made
and then
indigestion
Gulai sedap, nasi mentah, nasi sedap, gulai mentah.
CHAPTER SEVEN
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EXPLANATION OF ONE SEQUENCE OF PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE BOOK
Spreads No. 32,33
These two spreads mark the beginning of the Cadenza, the most
playful and virtuosic part of the whole book. They also represent
very strongly one of my central concerns which is to demonstrate
that it is possible to create photographs representing a reality
which does not physically exist. In the case of the three photo
graphs on spreads 32 and 33, I abandon the one-point perspective,
but produce images which are still most believable. In fact, most
people do not realize the distortion.


























A: picture of a parking lot with a MERIT
billboard
US1: first American text: let's see through the hidden camera
go with confidence
the price won't stop you
same scene as in A, but closer and from
another angle
this picture consists of the billboard from B
and the
surroundings from A; plus the whole picture is in
a frame
hanging on the wall of a gallery.
the Malay proverb written on the gallery
wall says:
"The black of the eye and the white,

























watch this familiar demonstration
"if it tastes that rich, i don't wanna
stop"
it is icy-hot pain relief
100/5 pure pain reliever
many financing plans are available





Please tear along this line and return to~ 
Mr. Martin Gasser 
~--------- ------- ----
DOCUMENTATION
This documentation consists of 17 pages from the ^50 pages of
notes, plans, drawings, etc. which I accumulated during the
thesis work. It showes how I was working from the first thought I
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( <*- Earlier much futile thought had been dejfotcdato the question
I of whether
photography is an art. . The primary question^(whetherzthe very invention of photographyZhadznot transformed
the entire nature of art,was not raised.' (. 2
The secular cult of beauty,
developed dujTingzthe Renaissance and prevailing for\ jthree^cen\
turies,zclearlyShowed that) (ritualistic basis in its decline and the]
jfirst deep crisis which befell it.iWitrMthe^adventZofcthe first truly
revolutionary means of reproduction, photography,
^simultane+
ously'Hvith'-the rise of'socialism/art'scnsed-the approaching fcrisisl
whichthas become evident a century
later.:'
Atith.c2.time, art re-,
acted with2theMoctrine of Part pour I'artJ ,that is,%ithk theology
of art. This gaveiise to what might be called a negative'theology
in the form of the idea; of/'pure^art, which not only denied any
sociaWunction of art but also any categorizingzby subject matter. %
'(In poetry, Mallarme was the first to take this! position.) ..
~
'
*-An2analysis of art in the age of mechanicalureproductiorCmustl
do justice tojthese^relationships, for they lead us toj?antall-imporf
tant insight: for the first^ltime in world history, mechanical re4
production emancipates the work of art fromj jits parasitical de- ,
pendence on ritual. To |anleveAgreater the work of art
jrcproducedibecomes'the work of art dejsigncdiior reproducibil
ity^ From a photographic negative, for example, one
can'
makeM
"any"numbei"2of prints; to ask for-thei"authentic"iprint-<makes no
sense] jBut the
instant the criterion of authenticity ceases to be
applicable to artiStic7-production,Ahe'ltotal function of'|art2is re
versed. Instead of being based! on ritual, it begins to
be'
based on
anSther practicepolitics. (A 1 7.7.4 )
y '^ Evidently' ^different nature opens iigelf to the camera
' '
than opens to the najed
eye'-if only
because an unconsciously
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have you heard what happened to chocolate
it's America's number one nail protection
watch for the fifty cent coupon
Egiga goramen,
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DISCUSSION
During the time 'GWUNDER' was exhibited I made the observation
that only a few viewers were really active and tried to really
get into the work. Perhaps my thesis project was too different
and complex. In addition it was personal and not intended for any
particular audience. If I ask myself as a viewer of my own work,
I think I succeeded in what I was trying to do: a book about my
self, how I see the medium of photography and how I perceive the
visual world through this medium.
Perhaps many students and teachers here at RIT just did not ex
pect something like
'GWUNDER' ?
" for as long as possible and by whatever means available, the
organism will ward off the perception of the unexpected, those
things which do no fit his prevailing set most people come to
depend upon a certain constancy in their environment and, save
under special conditions, attempt to ward off variations from
this state of affairs :' Thar ain't no such
animal,' the hayseed




is not an easy book to look at; I did not
intend to make it that way. It was not designed for a commercial
purpose; it is the product of several processes which took place
in an ideal setting: school. I tried to realize a concept with
out making any concessions to a potential 'market'.
"The process of organization enables us to package the same total
amount of information into far fewer symbols and so eases the
task of
remembering." (George Miller)
Based on this statement, I assumed that I could package a larger
amount of information into a fixed number of symbols
(seventy-
seven photographs on fifty-five spreads) if I tried to achieve a
34
high degree of order in my work. I explained the ordering struc
tures in Chapter II. They are simple and consistent throughout
the whole book and allow me to deal with the issues I described
in Chapter I on several levels simultaneously, in progressive
sequences or deliberately reversed.
"Order and complexity, however, cannot exist without each other.
Complexity without order produces confusion; order without com
plexity produces boredom. Although order is needed to cope with
both the inner and outer world, man cannot reduce his experiences
to a network of neatly predictable connections without losing the
stimulating riches and surprises of life. Being complexly designed,
man must function complexly if he is to be fully himself. And to
this end, the setting in which he operates must also be complex.
It has been long recognized that great works of man combined




the seven main themes form a thread around which a
net of relationships is formed by the texts and the associative
image materials. This is the complexity as "multiplicity of re
lationships among the parts of an
entity"
(Arnheim) , which I tried
to create.
In order to discover some of these relationships, a viewer has to
be able to remember what has been seen previously.
"Whilst part of what we perceive comes through our senses from
the object before us, another part (and it may be the larger part)
always comes out of our mind.
" (William James)
The fact that images or a text at the end of the book might have
their importance for understanding the beginning makes it ne
cessary for a viewer to go back to the beginning or to go through
the whole book more than once. The book is one entity framed by
the back and front covers and, although there is a definite
35
reading direction, the viewer is free to chose his or her own
movements within this entity.
This is another reason why I -despite some criticism- still be
lieve that the book form is the most effective means for my
thesis project. One could sit in a comfortable chair and look at
the book, put it away for a couple of days and read it again
later. I see the exhibition form as a compromise hich I had to
make, because I was not able to present the project in an actually
printed form. But I think I was able to translate some qualities
of the book form into the framework of the gallery. Through the
way I designed the exhibition, I was able to reflect the qualities
I mentioned before: a more or less linear progression of themes
embedded in a network of relationships, which is set up in a
circle so that the viewer always ends up at the beginning. (See
also the gallery plan in Chapter IV.)
Another factor which contributes to the complexity of my thesis
project is that I deal with personal issues and theoretical or
conceptual issues at the same time. I deliberately construct a
personal aspect which goes beyond what Cornell Capa says:
"I see something, it goes through my eye, brain, heart, guts; I
choose the subject. What could be more personal than that ?
"
'GWUNDER'
tells, on a personal level, my own development with the
medium photography as I described it in Chapter I. As
I stated in
the purpose of my thesis project, my main
intention was to
challenge conventional visual relationships between reality and
its depiction in the photograph.
"The thing represented had to pass through two distorting lenses:
the artist's mind, and his medium of expression,
before it emerged
as a man-made dream the two, of course, being intimately connected
and interacting with each other.
" (Arthur Koestler)
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"What a picture means to the viewer 1s strongly dependant on his 
past experience and knowledge. In this respect the visual image 
is not a mere representation of 'reality' but a symbolic system". 
(E.H. Gombrich) 
This quote illustrates very well what I did in my project: getting 
away from photography as a medium of mere representation by de-
liberate use of the photographic process and the intrusion of the 
photographer's mind in order to create sn independent 'symbolic 
system'. By independent, I mean the following: 
a. technical independence: one should be able to choose the 
photographic technique best suited to the expression of a 
certain statement. 
b. stylistic independence: a photographer should be able to use 
stylistic qualities as means for making visual statements. 
c. personal independence: one should try to stand above the 
content and not always in the middle of it. 
"The viewer is not seen as a passive and indifferent organism but 
rather S.s one who activel~{ selects information, forms perceptual 
h~)otheses, and on occasions distorts the input in the service of 
reducing surprise and of attaining valued objects." 
(Jerome Bruner) 
I am most grateful to the teachers who served on my thesis board 
who, along wi th a fev..r other fa cui ty members, gave me some really 
constructive advice. They certainly helped to make this thesis 
project an extremelJr positive and satisfying experience for me. 
M. Gasser 











what this country needs is more scouts
anything else Is just a car
it comes with great milage too
the pump is free
Dinganggam, takut mati: dilapaskan, takut terbang,
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I believe that what you get out of life
is what you put into it
just bring your old set
save as never before
Sebesar-besar bumi,
Aku tampar tak kena.
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AUMough It has spread enormously, ^r-*-
thing essenbAMIy new has been disco
vered in the jfrinciply and technioue of
photography sl^ce the process was inven
ted. Every innovation since introduced -
with the exception of X-ray photography
-. has been based on the artistic, repro
ductive concept prevailing in Paguerre's
day (c. 3.83o): reproduction (copy) of
nature in conformity with the rules of
perspective. (1,27)
In the exact mechanical procedures of
photography and the film we possess an
expresslo.oal means for representation
which works incomparably better than did
the manual procedures of the represen
tational painting we have known hither
to. (1,9)
In the photography of earlier days the
fact was completely neglected that the
light-sensitivity of a chemically pre
pared surface (glass, metal, paper,
celluloid, etc.) was one of the basic
elements of the photographic process.
This surface was never related to any
thing other than a camera obscura obey
ing the law3 of perspective, for fixing
(reproducing) individual objects in
their special character as reflectors or
absorbers of light. Nor were the poten
tialities of this combination ever
sufficiently consciously exploited.
For If people had been aware of these
potentialities they would have been able
with the aid of the photographic camera
to make visible exi3tencies which can't
be perceived or taken in by our optical
instrument, the eye; i.e., the photo
graphic camera can either complete or
supplement our optical Instrument, the
eye. This principle has already been
applied in a few scientific experiments,
as in the study of movements (walking,
jumping, galloping) and of zoological,
botanical and mineral forms (enlarge
ments, microscopic photographs) and
other investigations into natural his
tory; but these experiments have remai
ned isolated phenomena, the Interconnec
tions of which have not been es
tablished. (1,28)
Creative use of this knowledge and these
principles will silence those who con
tend that photography is not !artM
The human mind everywhere finds fields
in which it can work creatively. Thus we
shall very soon have
to record great
progress in the field of photography
(1,33)
rMA.A-r r..i?,h futi.M: thou -ho had been de
vote- to the cue:-,
i"
ion v.;hether photo
graphy is an art,. The primary question -
whether the vovd invention of photogra
phy had not transformed the entire
nature of art- was not raised. (2,229)
The secular cult of beauty, developed du
ring the Renaissance and prevailing for
three centuries, clearly showed that
ritualistic basis in its decline and the
first deep crisis which befell It. With
the advent of the first truly revolu
tionary means of reproduction, photogra
phy;, simultaneously with the rise of
socialism, art sensed the approaching
crisis which has become evident a cen
tury later. At the time, art reacted
with the doctrine of l'art pour l'art,
that is, with a theology of art. This
gave rise to what might be called a ne
gative theology in the form of the idea
of
'pure'
art, which not only denied any
social function of art but also any ca
tegorizing by subject matter. (In poe
try, Mallarme was the first to take "this
position.
)
An analysis of art in the age of mecha
nical reproduction must do justice to
these relationships, for they lead us to
an all-Important insight: for the first
time in 'world history, mechanical repro
duction emancipates the work of art from
its parasitical dependence on ritual. To
an ever greater degree the work of art
reproduced becomes the work of art de
signed for reproducibility. From a pho
tographic negative, for example, one can
make any number of prints; to ask for
the
'authentic'
print makes no sense.
But the instant the criterion of authen
ticity ceases to be applicable to artis
tic reproduction, the total function of
art is reversed. Instead of being based
on ritual, it begins to be based on an
other practice- politics. (2,226)
Evidently a different nature opens it
self to the camera than opens to the na
ked eye -if only because an unconscious
ly penetrated space is substituted for a
soace consciously explored by man.
(2,238)
The realization which came forcibly to
light in this exhibition is related to
the fact that photography is not merely
a reproductive medium but also an in
strument of free creation. The possibi
lities which lie in this direction seem
to heive been overlooked for decades,
probably due to the fact that the inven
tion of photography represented the rea
lization of the ancient - and today al
most Incomprehensible - dream of the
perfect, absolutely faithful reproduc
tion of the external Image. Photography
this dream come true - and it was
employed in the visual arts to the point
of absurdity since the new methods were
so simple as regards technique that
hardly any previous knowledge was ne
cessary for the production of satis
factory images; in addition, the fasci
nation of these faithful pictures was so
great that the use of photographic
methods for other kinds of images was
largely neglected. (3,9)
It was inevitable that this situation
shouAI provide new fuel for the old
question of Another or not photography
can be regarded as an art. Whereas pre
viously, however, the opponents of this
thesis were able to refer to the purely
reproductive quality of the camera, they
no longer have this argument at their
disposal. (^,5?.)
The question is asked in the wrong way:





is a program, a
program that reaches its manifestation
through a means of communication. Looked
upon the problem In this way, a compari
son between art and photography Is a
comparison of tivo different levels: pho
tography corresponds to 'hardware1, the
physical image carrier of information;
and art corresponds to the program, the
so-called software, the kind of informa
tion and its connections, (4,52)
The photographic process is a process of
transformation: a given Information (ob
ject) Is transformed -with some los3 of
information (abstraction)- into visual
information again. As a rule, the goal
is maintaining the most of the given in
formation. Beyond that, it is possible
to add new information (gain of Informa
tion) by photographic means. If the em
phasis is put on the gaining of Informa
tion, then we speak about






The creative process can take place In
an abstract framework without the com
pulsion of immediate realization. It Is
sufficient to convert the Idea into a
formula, musical notation or programme;
the idea-value of the aesthetic object




cate' lose their significance. The
possibility of reproduction
and duplica
tion Is an Integral part of the produc
tion process, and each realization of
the idea is of equal value with all
others. (4,117)
The uniqueness avid also the time limita
tions of the Happening limited the dura
ble documents of theee events to photo
graphs ?na fliiue. Photography, because
of its documentary quality, played an
important role and was esteemed by the
happening artists. During the sixties,
this development continued and photogra
phy was able to reach an Important posi
tion within the field of plastic arts as
a medium for making statements.
In Land Art and in so-called Conceptual
Art, photography fulfilled an important
function as well as in Body Art and Pro
cess Art; partially, the realization of
the artistic events took only place in
the transmission of the ideas through
photography. Some plece3 of land art
exist today only in the form of their
documentation with photographs, because
the pieces themselves were altered or
even destroyed by environmental condi
tions. (5 j 167)
Photography, respectively in complicate
concepts the photomontage, permits a
very exact conveying of intentions, an
exactness unreached by a mere text
description, (5M-69)
The connection between art avant-garde
and photography can be seen not only in
the photography's function as a carrier
of information within an art work, but
it also manifests itself in the work of
photographers who are oriented towards
avant-garde and have been influenced by
the stylistic peculiarities of the art
avant-garde. Trends in this direction
can be seen in SEQUENCES with a variety
of concepts. The principle of photogra
phic sequence wa3 already known in the
last century and was U3ed by Eadward
Muybrldge as a means for the explo
ration of motion. (5, 173)
Suppose, photography is n proof of exis
tence. (Especially in news photograohy.
It is clenr that this can leal abuse.
To rely on the 'moral' conscience/
feeling of the photographer in rather
careless,) If the existence of a piece
of music is to be proved? What is it's
ex i s tence anyway? {6
,"/)
The question of the format: should the
picture fill the book format or not? A
frame could emphasize the art character
and the significance of the single imago
(since a book is 'framed' by the back
and the front cover, the frames of the
single images can be worked with as
structured planes; they ore part of the
images;) i.e. it is not the question
whether the images fill the book format
or not, but how the borderzone3 should
be organized.
Oa principle, parameters have to be de
fined.
Sosie goals: articulation of complex




with different parameters at the same
time. {6,9)
Should explanations about the book be
put in? Why not. -But what should be
said? A manifesto? -or for example some
technical directions for example about
the production? etc. (6,11)
In general: there are the proportions to
be determined and planned. (Why anyway?
Wouldn't it aake more sense to proceed
in a more empirical manner? -
I begin with the assumption that the
compulsion to invent something leads to
the invention. Thoughts and imaginations
are easier to be invented/built: they
should Influence and determine the work.
And: the strictness during the produc
tion will in any case effect the result:
a composed bookl ) . (6,14)
In to Mie 1




ip of photography has fallen
A"
representing nature true to
;i:eans of natural law:-;, a task
led photography into encoun-
with that which was so ob
viously being portrayed (the What), but
rather with the act of portraying (the
How). The conditions of this How have
regularly been determined by technical
developments in photography. Painting,
which, among other things, was rated by
its capacity to portray reality, felt so
threatened by this potentiality of pho
tography that it underwent a process of
self-examination, distanced itself from
photography, and reflected on a
new-
sense of its intrinsic means end possi-;
bilities. (7,17)
In photography, the photographer seeks
to document his subjective feelings
about the ways in which the world be
longs to him -since, even with total ob
jectivity, it is still always the photo
grapher's eye behind the camera which
selects the object and the point of
view. The artist does not seek out an
object for its own sake, but instead
chooses one which helps him to render an
idea or a train of thought pictorlally
graspable. For him, the photo is only a
means to an end. (7,22)






concepts thought out in advance. The
goal is a representation on as many le
vels as possible, which opens up a field
of associations for the subjectivity
of
the viewer. He, in turn, must be first
prepared to make the sort of intellec
tual commitment himself that he would
normally bring to coping with the
prob
lems of existence today. (For example,
taking the subway in a
strange town re
quires an introduction to how It works.)
One assumes that such an Introduction
to
the concept is necessary
for any dia
logue with this art form, which can
7
accordingly be experienced as a unique,
new reality; a reality which is por
trayed in each
, individual work by the
totality of its levels of meaning, in
connection with their content and appea
rance. (A given photograph remains -even
when It has been artistically
executed-
only an image of reality. In itself, it
does not produce any new reality, aside
from its physical existence,) The new
reality of the objet d'art comes into
being when photography is brought into a
context that lies outside of Itself, as
far as content and form are concerned,
where the content determines the form.
The mullpllclty of appearances of this
art form results from the variety of
subjects portrayed and from the indivi
duality of the artists. Each one uses
photography differently and employs the
whole range of photographis techniques,
from documentary photography, to candid
and trivial shots, to posed photography.
(7,23)
Learning Contracts: Where no formal
cours3 of study is available to meet a
student's interest and planned curricu
lum, individualized learning contracts
may be negotiated with an instructor.
These can take the form of an Indepen
dent Study or Photographic Museum
Practice. In each case a well thought
out and typed contract must be worked
out and agreed upon by the student and
sponsoring instructor and then approved
by the Coordinator of the M.F.A. Photo
graphy program. The learning contracts
must clearly state the learning objec
tives, the learning procedure to be fol
lowed and the basis for evaluation. In
dependent Study forms are available in
the records office, room 2258, and must
be completed properly. Since they will
become a part of your graduate record,
they should be typewritten.
Physical Resources: The M.F.A. Program
is housed within the School of Photogra
phic Arts and Sciences and includes the
M.F.A. Center and the M.F.A. Darkrooms.
The M.F.A. Center includes a classroom
with comfortable facilities for viewing
prints, the M.F.A. Gallery and a
nonsil-
ver laboratory area which provides
equipment necessary to pursue xerogra
phy, offset presswork, gum printing, etc.
The M.F.A. Darkrooms are reserved for
M.F.A. students.
Definition of Grades: Grading designa
tion in the graduate program is the same
as that used in the undergraduate
pro
gram. To be eligible for a graduate de


































Tlirj thesis serves as both a culminating
and expanding experience for each M.F.A.
student, providing an opportunity to use
photography as a means for creatively
searching and exploring his visual envi
ronment. Success requires imagination,
careful planning, craftsmanship, a
willingness
to'
take risks and face times
of uncertainty j, confusion and frus
tration.
Thesis proposal: The Roman scholar
Seneca has written, 'Unless you know to
which port you are sailing, no wind is
favorable.' The purpose of the thesis
proposal Is to clearly in
form yourself, your board,
and the MFA faculty as to
your thesis destination
and your plan for getting
there. A considerable
amount of energy will be
invested before your re
search and thesis require
ments are met. Keep this
in mind when you prepare
your proposal for a well
written proposal is an
indispensible first step.
Background: It is safe to
assume that no matter what
the nature of your thesis
you will have been in
fluenced by others along
the way: photographs
others have made; articles
written; conversations;
lectures and the like;
your own personal thoughts
and observations. The
background information in
forms your audience why
you are attempting the
line of research proposed
and what you hope to ac
complish by it. This is
often a personal commen
tary. . -
Procedure: The stated purpose of your
thesis establishes your destination
so
that you can properly 'set sail A To
reach your destination in a reasonable
time re-quires a "favorable
wind'
and
that Is^the reason for establishing
pro
cedure. Give serious thought to writing
your procedure and
think of its compo
nents as markers
and guidelines along
the way. As you get
into your research
if you find that
your written procedure
in helping you reach your
destination
then(..)so that the winds arc favorable.
PURPOSE: a. To make a number of straight
photographs, outside of the USA. b. "To
meJAprMe.te theee pictures In the dark
room (by photographic means) in order to
transform them into different, unexpec
ted, interesting, surreal, absurd, para
dox, sonseless, ridiculous of even stu
pid, pictures, c. To add a selection of
poems, captions, quotations, thoughts
and comments with or without relation to
the Images, d. To put a, b, and c into
the concept of a book (55 double pages),
which will be planned in the minutest
detail; but the book itself will not ne-
cessarely be printed.
PURPOSE: a. To take a number of
'realistic'
photographs in Switzerland
(Weinfelden, Frauenfeld, Zurich) and in
Rochester, b. To manipulate these pic
tures in the darkroom (by photographic
means) in order to transform them into
images which explore and question th9
relations between reality and the photo
graph as a reality in Itself, c. To se
quence the photographs and add a selec
tion of poems, captions, quotations,
thoughts, comments xvith or without rela
tion to the images.
PURPOSE: To produce a number of photo
graphs which explore relations between
these photographs and the reality they
depict.
PURPOSE: To produce several series of
photographs which explore and exemplify
different relations between reality and
the photographs as realities of their
own.
PURPOSE: To produce several series of
photographs which explore and exemplify
PURPOSE: To produce several series of
photographs which show a manipulated
reality through
these photographs as
realities of their own.
IO
Purpose: The statement of purpose should
be concise and clearly articulated. It
should be neither too general nor so
specific that It is restrictive and con
fining. One or two well composed and
written sentences are adequate,
PURPOSE: To produce photographs and ma
nipulate them so as they start to ques
tion the reality of the things depicted
in these photographs.
PURPOSE: To take several series of
'realistic'
photographs and manipulate
them in the darkroom so that they start
questioning the reality depicted and
exploring its new relation to the photo
graphs.
PURPOSE: To take/produce several series
of realistic photographs and manipulate
them in the darkroom so that they start
questioning the reality depicted and
their new relation to reality .
PURPOSE: To take several series of rea
listic photographs and manipulate them
in the darkroom so that they start ques
tioning the reality depicted and explo
ring the relation between the photograph
as a reality of its own and the reality
represented.
PURPOSE: To take several series of rea
listic photographs and manipulate them
in the darkroom so that they start ques
tioning obvious relations and exploring
new relations between reality and the
photograph as a reality of its own and
the. photograph and the viewer.
PURPOSE: To produce several series of
realistic photographs and manipulate
them (at any time during the process of
making them) .
10a
rURPOSE: To make several series of rea
listic photographs and manipulate them
(at any point during tne process in
hidden or obvious ways) so that they
start questioning obvious relations and
exploring new relations between reality
and the photograph as a new reality of
its own.
PURPOSE: To make several series of rea
listic photographs and manipulate them
(at any point during the process in
hidden or obvious ways) so that. they
start questioning obvious relations and
to explore new relations between reality
and the photograph as a new reality of
its own.
PURPOSE: To make a series of realistic
photographs and manipulate them so that
normal .relationships within a scene such
as tone and shape are altered to create
new experiences.
FUKP03E: To make a series of manipu
lated photographs which challenge con
ventional relations between reality and
its depiction in the photograph.
PURPOSE: To make a series of manipu
lated photographs which challenge con
ventional relationships between reality
and Its depiction in the photograph.
PURPOSE: To make a series of manipu
lated photographs which challenge con
ventional relations between the scene
and its depiction in the photograph.
lOt






Safslight S9o2 (light brown)
Ecran inactinique S9o2 (brun clair)
Schutzfilter S9o2 (hellbraun)
Filtro dl slcurezza S9o2 (bruno chiaro)








ILFORD FP4 35mm FILM FP^ is a medium
speed black and white film for general
purpose photography. Load and unload as
recommended by camera manufacturer, in
subdued light.
DEVELOPMENT See table of development
times and film speeds. Agitation con
tinuous for the first 10 seconds - then





refer to the negative contrast
required for printing in a condenser and
d:iffuser enlarger respectively.
11
Thesis Project and Display: The thesis
proposal marks the beginning of the Re
search and Thesis requirements for cer
tification. Following the proposal is
the Thesis Project and then, the Written
Report. You can think of the thesis pro
ject and display as having three phases:
1. production or gathering of data
2. display
3. sharing
Display: After your thesis project is
completed and properly edited, .arrange
ments need to be made for display in the
M.F.A. Gallery or other appropriate fa
cility.
Sharing: Thesis sharing is an important
part of the thesis experience for all
members of the MFA community; candidate,
students and faculty, and other members
of the school and community as well.,
12
Thiols Report: This is the written com
ponent of the research and thesis requi
rement which often t.-.kos several months,
and in some cases, years to complete.
Candidates often put all of their ener
gies into the thesis project end under
estimate the effort required for the
written report. Plan wisely for the
written component of the thesis as well
as the picture component.
The following sequence is suggested for
the written report:
a. Title, page (see p. 12)
b. Permission-to-copy form (see p. 11)
c. Dedication (optional)
d. Table of contents







For matters of form and style in
the




should be included as an item in the
Bibliography. The recommended reference
is Turablan, K., Manual For Writers
of
Term Papers, Thesis and Dissertations.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1973. It is available In our
Bookstore
and in the R.I.T. Library. io
Commencement: Students are required to
attend the commencement where they will
be cited for the M.F.A. degree. If
attendance constitutes a hardship, the
student rr.ay petition the Dean requesting
permission to receive the degree 'In ab
sentia'
. The Dean will act on the re
quest on the basis of its validity and




I was born in Switzerland in 1955 and attended primary school 
at Weinfelden, highschool at Frauenfeld and college at Zurich. 
Since Fall 1978 I have been a graduate student at HIT. 
RESUME 
Work of mine was never exhibited (neither one-man shows nor 
group shows) in any of the following galleries: 
Canon Photo Gallery, Geneva 
Photo Gallery Portfolio, Lausanne 
Photogalerie Kunsthaus, Zurich 
Nikon-Fotogalerie, Zurich 
Fotogalerie Forum Stadtpark, Graz 
Galerie des Fotoforums, Kassel 
Galerie Zabr~skie, Paris. 
The Witkin Gallery, New York 
Light Gallery, New York 
Janet Lehr, New York 
ICP, New York 
Castelly GraphiCS, New York 
Marcuse Pfeifer Gallery, New York 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 
Museum of Modern Art, New York 
International Museum of Photography, Rochester 
Photographs of mine have ~not been published in the follo\'Jing 
publications and books: 
Camera I1agaz ine, Lucerne 
DU, Zurich 
Nikon News, Zurich 
Print Letter, Zurich 
Photo Magazin, Munich 
Photo, Paris 
Modern Photography, New York 
Popular Photography, New York 
Photography Annual, New York 
History of Photography, Eder 
A Concise History of Photography, Gernsheim 
The History of Photography, Newhall 
Die Geschichte der Photographie, Baier 





PRE3EKT: Irofs.j Arnold, Butler, Pfahl, hubenstein,
Timmerman, Zakia. Student Representative:
Flecky. Assistant: Cbermeyer
Item 1 Discussion of Martin Gasser's Thesis Proposal -
Mr. Timmerman moved that the committe not consider
the thesis proposal until it is better written.
Mr. Pfahl said that the proposal had seemed clear
to him but perhaps it was because he knew Mr. Gasser's
work. Mr. Butler suggested that samples of the
work be brought in when the proposal was presented
again. The committe gave Mr. Gasser specific
suggestions that would help make the proposal more
clear. Mr. Zakia offered to work with Mr. Gasser
on the proposal. Mr. Butler suggested that Mr.
Gasser's thesis proposal be made a subject for
discussion in Pre Thesis Seminar. Mr. Gasser said
that he had misunderstood the purpose of the theMy
proposal. He thought that its purpose was to explain
what he wanted to do to his board, a select number
of people who were familiar with his work. The
committee explained that in order to approve the
board and it's appropriateness for the thesis they
must be able to understand the thesis proposal.
Mr. Rubenstein said that the thesis proposal when
posted with the thesis show was a helpful aid towards




Item 2 Mr. Zakia opened un the meeting for discussion of
the form the governance should take. It was proposed
that the MFA Committee be dissolved and that it be
replaced with the MFA Faculty in order to bring the
governance in line with other groups in the School of
Photographic Arts and Sciences. Mr. Flecky broueht up
the that the function of the AFA Committee had
changed over the years especially in terms of faculty
evaluation of the first year students. The Outside
Advisory Eoard was discussed
and it was agreed to keep
it as part of the governance.
It was agreed to continue
the governance discussion at the next meeting.
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Submitted by: Martin Gasser
Thesis Board: Mr. Richard D. Zakia (chairman)
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
Rochester Institute of Technology
Mr. John Pfahl
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
Rochester Institute of Technology
Mr. Hans Zandvoort
College of General Studies
Rochester Institute of Technology
Special Advisors: Mr, Herbert J. Johnson
School of Printing
Rochester Institute of Technology
Mr. Werner Rebsaraen
School of Printing
Rochester Institute of Technology
Purpose/: To make -p.gs/g-r'oii. series of realistic photographs and manipulate
them Cat any., po int-dur iMgfetae-p^^^e^i3--in--h-idd-enr^xr'^hv^tous
'
M&if&>$* so that the-ystsrt questioning obvious relations and to
ii
'









ocoye and oac '-:,: round
1.1*1
r-- {
rnec ium oj. /\coriir.-,uni-
bllities of having ;ru
oince j seriously sArted studying
photograMA'
^
cation in 197^, I have been interested in the p.os
,
A4r^5tea IYrnran*e<-e* the photographic process ir order to raetrTprAaPA
reality^-a-si-fe-t-rTrtTlr^^ At first
my explorations were purely scientific, but la tor, und;-r the influence
of my teachsr Dr. F. Tomamichel and the movement 'Generative
Photographic'
in Germany,!] became more creative-3-rArrsu3X~s!A^
of-^ho,U)g]?aph.s , These- ser-i.ee explored and -exemplified Jiasic manipulations
'mat, scale^and others /^Such examinaticsuch as focus, perspective, forr Mc .ons
made me understand that any photograph represented only one of an infinite
number of possible d^ua an ta t jr-ono or interpretations ,o^-a particular pai'tr
of r ".<?} i t-y . ifl-e-^6444Jwe-I-io4-fi^^ -
S^-fe4Mg^a.\e.a^ij^^.^
Under the influence of photographic work published by the
' Fo to forum
Kassel'
and rnv cooperation with
irs-
brother, Ulrich ^asser, who is a com-
poser of i-.v^nt-Garde music, l became interested in 'pj3b.caA.aa s as form and
.j^^em'tent of my imagery. I tried to express thoughts 1 had about -e^p-kein
ttiiin^s (jiyi^^'V"iT^^rtfet!'t^^ through/series of photographs^ -in vw-Zfch*
jf foV nS
^ ' ^ 5 ^'
"A":
'A
'' "' ~1 ^ /V
*"
A^T
jU became much more important to see uA kIhsr"oT"o"cjects 1 chose '(rather




kdnd-^i^^}|%-l's^ I -would' eo>if?ropj^them, ..ana in what: e^yplrpnmsi^tA
and-
would/Aet things happen ^^^ole/sequencre.
I create n^eirrr reality in my










,.r"dor.'t ;:.'v.':t t-hre-m to bo f
:/Hrrr~rr^*^mi^p'-^ -s^tuStTons ;
UaV7^aV /<^ de>//n
*i4,^ HV ^TTM? / ^ A-
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tneKme in my pr3 ton rash.





.J^rtf d 1 iM-Afe r.c t be tAu e n this idea of reality and
'e/in-
n.'usic: i^***K^^r:"Ultaneousl;
two tone>A>n j/ne-^p^ele next to each other^shows }the facT~T;-hert- there are
two c^'f^^'ht v^n'^s^^puc'^strjoh'^r ( because it/producesr^ve^^iisturiing-^..
friction) , /fchan>if on^X^ hearing two 'tones far away from each other.
xn my thesis, I w^uafca*^ y^wsak










(hometown Weinfelden, highschool in Frauen-
feld, college, in Zurich, RIT in Rochester). >oems, captions, quotations
(^t-^c ,.. \ ..
j
, u i
) ^ thoughts and comments are used to enrich the whole body
of work and to provoke abs social. ions and -fur
i,h^r~
thoughts
Special consideration will be given to sequencing and presenting this
work. As an alternative or addition to the thesis show, I will ad.co thirrrk
mJan u t the po :eibility of presenting the work in book form.^A boa^ be
cause the 'final
print'




My thesis show will include an-unsp^'e^^5;d-^rbe'r"-o'P photographs
<4
*^'PSJ33aa3Bfc?> written aria air&wn material documenting my work.
Since m/lWtogra.ohs, themselve"s\ belong tp"pi\e
same ,category/ol realities








h-. beginning, thefy arej
open Ao ajs infInit^ntud
















I have -taken photographs in MA tzerlsnd (Summer 1979) and I will take
A
photographs in Rochester (Fall snd Winter 19M/2o) with a 35mm camera and
black r-nd white film. The film will be processed in the darkroom and con
tact sheets will be made.
nAfter carefully examining the contacts i will cheese the pictures whici
Ute ia,L t'TTtdp "1 print these photographs in 6Xlo inch size and plan the





After s^S^&foa~&e^>^6~er^^^ I will add the texts and documentary
materials according to content
fsa&- formal conocpt-o.f tho thesis show, &**&-
t h9 boolcgr-h t^^-ncrtrve .
Bibliography
Benjamin, Walter, Das Kunstwerk_im
seiner technischen.Repro-
duzierberkeit. Frankfurt, Suhrkamp Verlag, 1931
Freund, Gisele, Photographle und burgerliche
Gesellschaf t. Munchen,
dogner und Bernhsrd , 193
Kahmen, Volksr, Fotografie aIS Kunst. Tubingen, M>smuth, 1973
Moholy-Magy, Laszlo, J^flsrei, Film, Xainz, Kupferberg, 1925
Neususs, Floris M. , Photography as
Art- Art as Photography, Koln, DuMont
Buchverla.g, 1979
Scharf, Aaron, Art and Photography. Penguin Books,
19^8
Tausk, Petr, Die Geschichte der Fotografie
im 2o. ,'ahrhundert. Koln,
DuMont P'uchverlag, 1977
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Item 4 - Martin Gasser's Thesis Proposal Gwunder - Mr. Zakia gave
Mr. Rubensteins comments on the proposal. Mr. Arnold
asked how well Mr. Gasser knew Mr. Zandnoort who is on
his board. Mr. Gasser replied he had had two courses with
him. The faculty approved the thesis board.
Item 5 - Stephen Piper's thesis proposal Gesture and Attitude.
Mr. Zakia stated that he had talked with Mr. Piper about his
recommendations and suggested that he tap into visual
anthropological work and include Man Watching, Hidden Dimensions
and Silent Language in his bibliography. It was also
suggested that Mr. Piper look at an MFA thesis by Charles
Slatkin, Dynamic Result of Gesture.
Mr. Pfahl questioned
whether the purpose of the thesis as stated was a sociological
study or an artistic
statement. Mr. Werberig who was repre
senting Mr. Piper at the meeting
replied that it was intended
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Submitted by: Martin Gasser
Thesis Board: Mr. Richard D. Zakia (chairman)
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
Rochester Institute of Technology
Mr. John Pfahl
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
Rochester Institute of Technology
Mr. Hans Zandvoort
College of General Studies
Rochester Institute of Technology
Special Advisors: Mr. Herbert J, Johnson
School of Printing
Rochester Institute of Technology
Mr. Werner Rebsamen
School of Printing
Rochester Institute of Technology
Purpose: To make a series of manipulated photographs which challenge
conventional relationships between reality and its depiction
in the photograph.
Scope and Background: Since I seriously started studying photography as a
medium of expression and communication in 197^, 1 have been interested
in the possibilities of manipulating the photographic process in order to
alter reality. At first, my explorations were purely scientific, but later,
24
under the influence of my teacher Dr. F. Tomamichel and the movement
'Generative
Photographle'
in Germany, they became more art-oriented.
..Basicmanipulations such as focus, perspective, format, scale, tonality
were explored. These examinations made me understand that any photograph
represented only one of an infinite number of possible representations
and interpretations. As a. consequence I lost my interest in documenting
or
'representing'
reality with all its superficial details.
Under the influence of photographic work published by the 'Fotoforum
Kassel'
and my cooperation with my brother, Ulrich Gasser, who is a com
poser of Avant-Garde music, I became interested in
'process'
as form and
content of my imagery. I tried to express thoughts I had about personal
and aesthetic issues through multiple series of photographs. It became
more important to see relationships between objects and environments rather
than repre sen ta t ion s of specific objects and environments.
idy photograi-hs were not just dealing with surrealistic or fantastic
situations, they also became concerned with the precise difference between
the common notion of reality and the photographic
depiction of reality.
This concern will be the most important issue in my thesis. I will expand
on my previous investigations in a compact body of
work. Specific subject
matter will only be important insofar as
it reflects locations of my pre
vious work (hometown Weinfelden, hishschool in Prruenfeld,
college in
Zurich, RIT in Rochester), loems, captions,
quotations ard comments will
be used to enrich the whole body of work
and to provoke different levels
of associations end thoughts.
Special consideration will be given to sequencing
and presenting this
work. As an alternative or addition to
the thesis show, I will consider
the possibility of i resent -sg
the work in book form, becsuse the 'final
Print'
is often not the last stage.
25
My thesis show will include about S5 photograq hs in various sizes as well
as written and drawn material documenting my work.
Procedure: In order to produce these manipulated photographs, I will make
use of all possible kinds of manipulations within the scene, during exposure
(perspective, focus, exposure time etc.) and during printing (for example
combination printing).
I have taken photographs in Switzerland (Summer 1979) and. I will take
photographs in Rochester (Fall and Winter 1979/8o) with a 35am camera and
black and white film according to my preconceived ideas and concepts. From
contact sheets I will choose the pictures for 'straight' enlargement and
those which I planned to manipulate further and print them in SXlo inch
size. Then I will prepare the manipulations in detail and include them in
the final printing process.
^fter the prints are made, I will add the texts and documentary materials.
Bibliography :
Benjamin, Walter, Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Beproduzier-
barkeit. Frankfurt, Suhrkamp Verlag, 1931
Preund, Gisele, i hotographle und burgerliche Gesellschaft. Munchen, 1936
Jager, Gottfried, Generative Photographie. Ravensburg, 1975
Kahraen, Volker, Fotografie als Kunst. Tubingen, Wasmuth, 1973
Koholy-Nagy, La.szlo, Malerei, Fotografie, Film. Mainz, Kupferberg, 1925
Neususs, Floris M., Ihotography as Art - Art as 1-hotography. Koln, 1979
Scharf, Aaron, Art as Photography. Penguin Books, 1968
Tausk, Petr, Die Geschichte der Fotografie im 2o. Jahrhundert. Koln, 1977
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